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Manifold learning with approximate

nearest neighbors

Abstract

Manifold learning algorithms are valuable tools for the analysis of high-dimensional data, many

of which include a step where nearest neighbors of all observations are found. This can present a

computational bottleneck when the number of observations is large or when the observations lie

in more general metric spaces, such as statistical manifolds, which require all pairwise distances

between observations to be computed. We resolve this problem by using a broad range of approxi-

mate nearest neighbor algorithms within manifold learing algorithms and evaluating their impact

on embedding accuracy. We use approximate nearest neighbors for statistical maifolds by exploiting

the connection between Hellinger/Total variation distance for discrete distributions and the L2/L1

norm. Via a thorough empirical investigation based on the benchmark MNIST dataset, it is shown

that approximate nearest neighbors lead to substantial improvements in computational time with

little to no loss in the accuracy of the embedding produced by a manifold learning algorithm. This

result is robust to the use of different manifold learning algorithms, to the use of different approx-

imate nearest neighbor algorithms, and to the use of different measures of embedding accuracy.

The proposed method is applied to learning statistical manifolds data on distributions of electricity

usage. This application demonstrates how the proposed methods can be used to visualize and

identify anomalies and uncover underlying structure within high-dimensional data in a way that is

scalable to large datasets.

Keywords: statistical manifold, dimension reduction, anomaly detection, k-d trees, Hellinger

distance, smart meter data
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1 Introduction

Modern data often comprise a large number of high-dimensional observations in a possibly non-

Euclidean space. Dimension reduction can be an important tool for exploring and analyzing such

data for tasks such as clustering, classification, visualization, and anomaly detection. If high-

dimensional data are assumed to lie on a lower-dimensional manifold, then manifold learning

algorithms (see Cayton (2005), Lee & Verleysen (2007) and Izenman (2012) for reviews) can be used

to extract a low dimensional representation of the data. Application of manifold learning algorithms

include analyzing cell characteristics in clinical cell cytometry (Carter et al. 2009a), classification and

visualization in hyperspectral image analysis (Lunga et al. 2014), image reconstruction during an

MRI acquisition (Zhu et al. 2018) and detecting anomalous probability distributions of household

electricity usage (Hyndman, Liu & Pinson 2018). The last of these examples poses a number of

challenges that provide the motivation for two novel contributions proposed in this manuscript. The

first is to consider the use of a wide range of contemporary approximate nearest neighbor methods,

as opposed to exact nearest neighbors within manifold learning algorithms, and to thoroughly

investigate the effect of this approximation on the accuracy of manifold learning. The second

is to incorporate approximate nearest neighbor algorithms into manifold learning for statistical

manifolds - that is a manifold whose elements are probability distributions. This is achieved by

finding discrete approximations to each distribution and then exploiting the link between Hellinger

(or Total Variation) distance and the L2 (or L1) norm.

Linear methods for dimension reduction date at least as far back as the development of Principal

Components Analysis, while a number of non-linear methods were developed in the 1960s (Shepard

1962a,b; Kruskal 1964a,b). A further flourishing in the development of non-linear dimension

reduction techniques gained traction after ISOMAP (Tenenbaum, Silva & Langford 2000) and Local

Linear Embedding (LLE) (Roweis & Saul 2000) were introduced in the same issue of Science. These

methods assume data lie on a manifold and are hence known as manifold learning techniques.

Some algorithms developed in the early 2000s include, but are not limited to, Laplacian eigenmaps

(Belkin & Niyogi 2003), Hessian LLE (Donoho & Grimes 2003), local tangent space alignment

(Zhang & Zha 2003), diffusion maps (Nadler et al. 2006; Coifman & Lafon 2006), semi-definite

embedding (Weinberger & Saul 2006), and t-SNE (Maaten & Hinton 2008). While these algorithms

all differ, several contain a common step which is to compute a graph of K-nearest neighbors. These

include ISOMAP, LLE, Laplacian Eigenmaps, and Hessian LLE which are the four manifold learning

algorithms we consider in this paper.

Computing K nearest neighbors can be a significant computational bottleneck especially when the

number of observations is large. A naive way to find the nearest neighbors is to compute pairwise
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distances between all observations - an O(N2) operation. For some metrics including Euclidean and

Manhattan distance, more efficient solutions that find the K nearest neighbors in O(Nlog(N)) time

are available, for example k-d trees (Bentley 1975). Some software implementations of manifold

learning techniques, including the R package dimRed (Kraemer, Reichstein & Mahecha 2018) exploit

such algorithms. For applications with an extremely large number of observations, faster approxi-

mate versions of k-d trees can be used for nearest neighbor search. McQueen et al. (2016) provide

one such implementation through the Python package, megaman, which exploits the FLANN (Muja

& Lowe 2009) package for fast neighbor searching1. However, to the best of our knowledge, no

work has been done on evaluating the effect of using approximate nearest neighbors on the accuracy

of embeddings produces by manifold learning algorithms. Furthermore, more recent research on

approximate nearest neighbor search has seen alternative and arguably more efficient alternatives

to k-d trees emerge, including as Annoy (Spotify 2016) and Hierarchical Navigable Small Worlds

(HNSW) (Malkov & Yashunin 2020). Consequently, the first main novel contribution in this paper is

to thoroughly evaluate the impact of using approximate nearest neighbor search within manifold

learning and to compare a broad range of approximate nearest neighbors in doing so.

We evaluate the impact of using approximate nearest neighbor search in manifold learning in

two main ways. First, it is important to establish that using ANN algorithms improves, in a

substantive manner, the speed of manifold learning algorithms. Via a thorough empirical study

using the benchmark MNIST dataset, we establish that in practice, up to a four-fold improvement

in computational time can be achieved when using ANN, relative to exact nearest neighbors even if

k-d trees are used for the exact solution. The improvements in computational speed are greatest

for the Annoy algorithm and for Laplacian Eigenmaps. Second, it is important to establish that

using ANN algorithms does not lead to a substantial deterioration in the accuracy of embeddings

produced by manifold learning algorithms. Again using the benchmark MNIST data, we find that

using ANN instead of exact nearest neighbors leads to an almost negligible reduction in embedding

accuracy exceeding 5% in only a small number of cases. The impact of using ANN on embedding

accuracy is much smaller than the impact of choosing a different manifold learning algorithm. These

results are robust to different choices of ANN algorithm and to a range of measures of embedding

accuracy.

The second main contribution of this paper is to find a way to combine efficient exact and approx-

imate nearest neighbor algorithms with manifold learning of statistical manifolds (for a general

overview of statistical manifolds see Amari (2016)). Previously, Lee, Abbott & Araman (2007)

parameterize discrete probability mass functions as points on a hypersphere but do not carry out

1approximate nearest neighbors using k-d trees can be implemented in R using the C++ ANN library (Mount & Arya
2010) is wrapped in the R package RANN (Mount et al. 2019)
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nonlinear dimension reduction, concluding that “it is unrealistic in terms of speed to use algorithms

of complexity of O(N2) when N is large”. Recognizing that the approach of Lee, Abbott & Araman

(2007) may fail when the statistical manifold in question lies on a submanifold of the hypersphere,

Carter et al. (2009b) propose manifold learning using the Fisher information metric. Unfortunately,

the method proposed for finding the Fisher Information metric can be computationally expensive.

Finally, Hyndman, Liu & Pinson (2018) compute the Jensen Shannon distance between two density

estimates and then applied Laplacian Eigenmaps using the very same dataset we consider in Section

4. In all three of these papers, all N2 pairwise distances are computed making them infeasible for

applications with over a few thousand observations.

To overcome this issue we propose the following approach. First, in a similar fashion to Lee,

Abbott & Araman (2007), we consider discrete-domained distributions. These are approximated

for each element of the statistical manifold and the values of the probability mass functions (or

transformations thereof) are stacked into vectors. We then propose using the Hellinger distance or

Total Variation distance between these discrete approximations as the input metric for manifold

learning. By exploiting a connection between the Hellinger and Total Variation distance and the

L2 and L1 norm respectively, we are able to find nearest neighbors using k-d trees which has a

computational complexity of O(Nlog(N)) rather than O(N2). In principle even further speed up

may be achieved with approximate nearest neighbor algorithms. To the best of our knowledge,

this approach has not been previously proposed in the literature and represents the second main

novel contribution of our paper. While we acknowledge the shortcomings of Hellinger and Total

Variation metric compared to the Fisher information metric as used by Carter et al. (2009b) ,we

note that Hellinger and Total Variation metric approximate Fisher information metric well locally,

i.e. when the distance between two probability distributions is small. This is precisely the situation

likely to be encountred when N is large and the statistical manifold is more densely sampled.

We demonstrate the potential of our method with an application to smart meter data where the main

objective of the analysis is visualization and anomaly detection. We show that manifold learning

algorithms can be implemented quickly using k-d trees. The exact version of k-d trees can even be

faster than ANN when the number of gridpoints used in the discrete approximation is high. For a

fixed manifold learning algorithm, the effect of using ANN on the accuracy of the embedding and

the identified anomalies is minor. Low dimensional visualizations identify structure in the data,

whether that be in the time of week during which electricity is used, or in the way that anomalous

households from far away regions of the embedding are very different from one another.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 serves as a primer defining the algorithms

and measures used throughout the paper in detail and with consistent notation. It is composed
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of three subsections; the first deals with different manifold learning algorithms, the second with

approximate nearest neighbor methods, and the third with embedding quality measures. Readers

familiar with one or more of these topics may comfortably skip the corresponding subsections.

Section 3 applies different techniques for manifold learning with ANN to the benchmark MNIST

dataset and evaluates the results with respect to computational time and embedding accuracy.

Section 4 contains the application to visualizing and identifying anomalies in household electricity

usage using Irish smart meter data. In this section, we provide further justification for the use of

ANN with manifold learning, including in the case where the distance between observations is

either the Hellinger of Total Variation metric between two distributions of electricity usage. We

provide some discussion and conclusions in Section 5.

2 Manifold learning with approximate nearest neighbors

2.1 Notation

Manifold learning finds a d-dimensional representation of data that lie on a manifold M embedded

in a p-dimensional ambient space with d� p. We will denote the original data (or ‘input’ points) as

xi, i = 1, . . . , N, where xi ∈ Rp, while the low-dimensional representation (or ‘output’ points) will

be denoted as yi, i = 1, . . . , N, where yi ∈ Rd. Where two subscripts are used (e.g. xih or yih), the

second subscript refers to the hth coordinate or dimension of the data. Pairwise distances between

input points xi and xj are denoted δij while pairwise distances between output points yi and yj

are denoted dij, where i, j = 1, . . . , N. Unless otherwise stated, these distances are assumed to be

Euclidean. Also important is the K-ary neighborhoods (or K nearest neighbors) of xi denoted UK(i)

and defined as a set of points j such that xj is one of the K or less closest points to xi.

2.2 Manifold learning algorithms

We now briefly describe the manifold learning algorithms used in the remainder of the paper. One

feature shared by all algorithms discussed below is that they require K nearest neighbors to be

found for all input points. In all implementations of manifold learning algorithms in Sections 3 and

4, K is set to 20.

Isomap

Isomap (Tenenbaum, Silva & Langford 2000), short for isometric feature mapping, was one of

the first algorithms introduced for manifold learning as a non-linear extension to classical Mul-

tidimensional Scaling (MDS) and is described in Algorithm 1. Classical MDS uses the spectral

decomposition to find an embedding such that the interpoint distances of the input points δij and

interpoint distances of the output points dij are similar. Isomap replaces δij with estimates of the
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geodesic distance between xi and xj along the manifold. The geodesic distances are approximated

by constructing a nearest neighbor graph and then finding the shortest path between two points

along this graph using Dijkstra’s method (Dijkstra 1959) or Floyd’s method (Floyd 1962).

LLE

Local Linear Embedding (LLE; Roweis & Saul 2000) aims to preserve the local properties of the

data and is suited to embedding non-convex manifolds. Details of LLE are provided in Algorithm

2. First, each input point xi is approximated as a linear combination of its K-nearest neighbors,

xj : j ∈ UK(i), with wij denoting the weight on xj used to approximate xi. In the next step, output

points are found such that each yi is well approximated by a linear combination of yj : j ∈ UK(i)

and with the weights wij identical to those computed in the previous step.

Analytical solutions exist both for finding the weights and then given the weights finding the output

points. The latter involves an eigendecomposition of a matrix that is sparse due to the fact that only

K nearest neighbors are used to compute the weights.

Laplacian Eigenmaps

Laplacian Eigenmaps (Belkin & Niyogi 2003) is based on finding a mapping f from the manifold

to Rd such that the average squared gradient
∫

x∈M ||∇ f (x)||2 is minimized. The rationale is that

input points close to one another on the manifold should be mapped to output points that are close

to one another, hence f should be as flat as possible. Minimizing the average squared gradient of f

corresponds to finding eigenfunctions of the Laplace-Beltrami operator. In practice, eigenvectors of

the graph Laplacian are found where the graph Laplacian serves as a discrete approximation to the

Laplace-Beltrami operator. The graph Laplacian is computed from the K-nearest neighbors graph in

a way that is described in Algorithm 3.

Hessian LLE

Hessian LLE (HLLE; Donoho & Grimes 2003) works with the functional H( f ) =
∫

x∈M ||H( f (x))||F
which is the average Frobenius norm of the Hessian of a function f where f : M→ Rd. The Hessian

is defined using orthogonal coordinates on the tangent space of M which are approximated by

taking a singular value decomposition of the K-nearest neighbors around each point. If there exists

a mapping from the manifold M to Rd that is locally isometric, then the null space of H( f ) is

spanned by the original coordinates. The functional H( f ) can be estimated, and spectral methods

are then used to find the null space and hence recover the isometric coordinates. This is outlined in

Algorithm 4.
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2.3 Approximate nearest neighbor searching

As seen in the previous section, many manifold learning algorithms begin by finding the graph of

nearest neighbors. A naive way to find this graph is to calculate all pairwise distances between

each pair of the input data points. This has a complexity of O(N2) for N observations, which is not

efficient when the data set is large. Although faster algorithms exist for exact nearest neighbors,

for very large N we propose the use of approximate nearest neighbor algorithms. Whereas an

exact nearest neighbor algorithm will, for a given query point xq, return the point xq∗ such that

δqq∗ ≤ δqj for all j 6= q∗, an approximate nearest neighbor algorithm returns a point xq† such that

δqq† ≤ (1 + ε)δqq∗ for some tolerance level ε > 0 (Arya et al. 1998). This is illustrated in Figure 1.

This definition can be generalized to K-nearest neighbors. Since our objective is to find the K nearest

neighbor graph, our query points are the points in the original sample. So the nearest neighbor of

each xq will be xq itself. This is disregarded and we search for K + 1 nearest neighbors.

Figure 1: Illustration of approximate nearest neighbors (right) compared to exact nearest neighbors (left).
The left subplot shows the distance from the true nearest neighbor point xq∗ to the query point xq is
δqq∗ , while the right subplot shows that the (1 + ε) -approximate nearest neighbors (green points)
lie within (1 + ε)δqq∗ radius from xq.

Aumüller, Bernhardsson & Faithfull (2020) developed a benchmark tool2 and evaluated a number

of contemporary approximate nearest neighbor searching methods. Among these methods, Annoy

and HNSW are the most competitive ones, therefore, we consider these algorithms in our study.

Furthermore, since Annoy is a tree-based method and HNSW is a graph-based method, there is one

algorithm from each large class of ANN algorithms. Finally, we will also use k-d trees since this is

one of the most widely used algorithms for (approximate) nearest neighbor search. In addition, k-d

trees also allow for the special case of exact nearest neighbor search through appropriate selection

of the tuning parameters, thus easily allowing us to isolate the effect of using approximate nearest

2available at http://ann-benchmarks.com/.
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neighbors in manifold learning algorithms. We now briefly describe the approximate nearest

neighbor algorithms used in our evaluation, namely, k-d trees, Annoy, and HNSW.

k-d trees

The k-d tree (Bentley 1975), is a binary tree structure that can be exploited for nearest neighbor

search. Each node is associated with a partition of p-dimensional space Pg (hereafter the node

and partition will be treated interchangeably). A node has two children — a left child node and a

right child node — formed by splitting Pg by an axis-orthogonal hyper-plane. By a variant of k-d

trees proposed by Friedman, Bentley & Finkel (1977), the splitting dimension l∗g for the splitting

hyperplane is chosen to maximize spread. The splitting value c∗g is chosen as the median along the

splitting dimension of all points in Pg. The process of building a k-d tree is shown in Algorithm 5.

Note that while Algorithm 5 will construct a tree with terminal nodes that include no more than

one data point, variants of k-d trees allow for multiple points in the terminal nodes.

Once a k-d tree is constructed, nearest neighbors can be searched in time proportional to O(log(N)).

Nearest neighbor search begins at the root node and determines whether the query point belongs to

the partition of the left child node or right child node. The search moves to the child node to which

it belongs and this process is iterated until a terminal node PT is reached. The distance from the

query point to xi ∈ PT is set to the current shortest distance δ∗ and xi to the current nearest neighbor.

The search algorithm then unwinds back through the tree. At each parent node, there will be one

sibling node that has been searched and one sibling node yet to be searched. Denote the latter as

Pg∗ . The tightest bounding box containing all xi : xi ∈ Pg∗ is computed as well as a hyper-sphere

of radius δ∗ around the query point. If the hyper-sphere and bounding box do not intersect, then

the nearest neighbor cannot lie in Pg∗ and the branch starting from this node can be disregarded.

Otherwise, this branch must also be searched. Pseudocode for a recursive procedure used to find

the nearest neighbor xq∗ of a query point xq is given in Algorithm 6. This search is initialized by

evaluating this procedure at the root node and initializing the current closest distance at δ∗ = ∞.

The algorithm as described above will find exact nearest neighbors with O(log(N)) operations on

average. However, if approximate rather than exact nearest neighbors are desired, further speed

up can be achieved by setting the radius of the hypersphere at Line 11 and Line 18 of Algorithm

6 to δ∗/(1 + ε). This increases the number of branches of the tree eliminated from the search. In

subsequent sections, we tune ε to trade off between speed and accuracy. In all cases below where

exact nearest neighbors are computed, we employ k-d trees with ε = 0. We also note that while

Algorithm 6 finds the nearest neighbor, it can be generalized to finding K nearest neighbors by

replacing the current smallest distance and current closest node with the current K-th smallest

distance and current K-th closest node respectively.
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Annoy

Annoy (Approximate Nearest Neighbors Oh Yeah; Spotify 2016) is a C++ library with Python

bindings that implements an alternative tree-base algorithm for nearest neighbor search. While

sharing some similarities, Annoy differs from k-d trees in two main ways. First, rather than using

a single tree, the Annoy algorithm constructs a forest of randomly constructed trees that can be

searched in parallel. Second, while Annoy builds trees by constructing splitting hyperplanes, unlike

k-d trees, these hyperplanes are not axis-orthogonal. Instead, for each split, Annoy chooses two

points at random and sets the splitting hyperplane to be equidistant from these two points. Each

node (including terminal nodes) is associated with a partition containing multiple (at most κ) points.

One such tree is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: The splitting process of Annoy (on the left) and the corresponding binary tree (on the right)
reproduced from Bernhardsson (2015).

Annoy searches for nearest neighbors on all trees in the forest in parallel. The search for nearest

neighbor candidates on a single tree does share some similarities with nearest neighbor search on

k-d trees. In particular, the search begins from the root node and iteratively moves to the child node

associated with a partition containing the query point. Once a terminal node is reached, points

within this node are considered as nearest neighbor candidates. However, Annoy does not unwind

each tree in the same fashion as k-d trees. Instead, Annoy maintains a priority queue (shared across

all trees of the forest) of the splitting hyperplanes closest to the query point. If the distance from

the query point to a splitting hyperplane is less than some threshold η, then the opposite side of

the hyperplane is also searched. Increasing the threshold throughout allows more points to be

considered as nearest neighbor candidates.

Once the union of candidate points across all trees contains search_k points, searching the forest ends.

Distances are computed to each point in the candidate sets and approximate nearest neighbors

found. The accuracy-performance trade-off is controlled by two parameters, the number of trees,
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n_trees, and the size of the candidate set, search_k. In both cases, larger values will improve the

accuracy of nearest neighbor search at the cost of slower performance. Choosing a larger value

of n_trees also increases the demand for storage. A full description of the Annoy is provided in

Algorithm 7 and 8.

Hierarchical Navigable Small World graphs (HNSW)

Hierarchical Navigable Small World (Malkov & Yashunin 2020) is a graph-based approximate

nearest neighbor searching method. Before providing an overview of HNSW, it is instructive to

describe how a graph can be greedily traversed to search for the approximate nearest neighbor

of a query point. This will be done using Figure 3 as an example where each node of the graph

corresponds to a data point and the query point is colored red. Throughout we assume that the

edges of the graph connect points that are (approximately) close to one another and searching

proceeds via the principle that a neighbor’s neighbor is likely to be a neighbor. First, a random entry point

is selected (suppose this is J). The distance between the query point and entry point is computed

and the current nearest point is set to the entry point. Next, the distances between the query point

and the current nearest point’s neighbors (G, I, and K) are computed. If at least one neighboring

point is closer to the query point than the current nearest point, then the current nearest point is

updated. In Figure 3 this will be K. The algorithm continues and terminates when there are no

unvisited neighboring points that are closer to the query point than the current nearest point. In

Figure 3 this will be at point L. A general description of this greedy search is provided in Algorithm

9.

Figure 3: An example of naive nearest neighbor searching in HNSW. For the red query point, the approximate
nearest neighbor is L if the entry point is J. For entry point E or M, the greedy search would fail at
approximate nearest neighbor E since the true nearest neighbor is L.

This greedy search does have some shortcomings, in particular, it will fail for some entry points (for

instance E or M in Figure 3) and can be slow when the number of data points is large. To overcome

the second issue, HNSW constructs a hierarchy of graphs, with each increasing layer involving
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fewer and fewer points. This is depicted in Figure 4. Greedy search on the more sparse levels of

the hierarchy acts as an expressway mechanism to quickly reach a region of space where nearest

neighbors are likely to be found. In Figure 4, the algorithm begins at the randomly chosen red point

on Layer 2 (xe) and by greedy search reaches the blue point on Layer 2 (xb). This point becomes the

entry point for a greedy search on Layer 1 of the graph. This process is iterated until an approximate

nearest neighbor is found on the dense graph at Layer 0 (the green point xa in Figure 4).

The only issue remaining is the construction of the graphs at each level of the hierarchy. This

process follows a similar idea to approximate nearest neighbor search of a query point only with

each data point sequentially inserted into the graph as a query point. Once approximate nearest

neighbors are found for a data point, n_links edges are added to the graph between the data point

and its approximate nearest neighbors, where n_links can be chosen to trade off between speed

and accuracy. A maximum layer L∗ is randomly chosen for each point such that the point is only

inserted into graphs corresponding to Layer L∗ and below. Generating L∗ from a distribution with

exponentially decaying tails ensures that the high layers are sparse. Some pruning of unnecessary

edges in each graph is also recommended with details provided in Malkov & Yashunin (2020).

Figure 4: The hierarchical structure built from HNSW reproduced from Malkov & Yashunin (2020). The red
entry point xe is randomly chosen on the top layer. The greedy search follows the red arrow until
an approximate nearest neighbor xa is found (shown green).

2.4 Quality measures for manifold learning embedding

To examine the effect of using approximate nearest neighbor algorithms in manifold learning,

measures of the quality of a low dimensional representation must be defined. There are a number

of criteria that we consider, all of which measure the extent to which the nearest neighbor structure

of the output points resembles the nearest neighbor structure of the input points. That is, all criteria

measure the extent to which the topology of the manifold is preserved while the final criterion we
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consider (the Procrustes measure), additionally measures the extent to which the local geometry

is preserved. For ease of comparison, we adjust all quality measures so that higher values of a

measure indicate a higher quality embedding.

Recall that UK(i) was defined as the set of points j such that xj is one of the K-nearest neighbors of xi.

We now also define VK(i) as the nearest neighborhood of observation i in the output space, i.e. a set

of points j such that yj is one of the K-nearest neighbors of yi. We define the neighborhood ranking

of xj with respect to xi as ρij = |{` : δi` < δij}|. For example, if xj is the nearest neighbor of xi, then

ρij = 1 since only δii < δij, where we assume without loss of generality that all input points are

distinct. In case of tied distances, ρij =
∣∣{` : δi` < δij or (δi` = δij and ` < j)

}∣∣. The neighborhood

rankings of output points, denoted rij, are similarly defined using dij in place of δij. The value of

K used to compute quality measures need not be the same as that used in the manifold learning

algorithms, however, in all our simulations, we also set K = 20 for the purpose of computing quality

measures.

Local Continuity Meta-Criterion (LCMC)

Chen & Buja (2009) proposed the local continuity criterion (LCMC) defined as

LCMC(K) =
1

NK

N

∑
i=1

(∣∣UK(i)
⋂

VK(i)
∣∣− K2

N − 1

)
.

The LCMC computes the average size of the overlap between the K-nearest neighborhood in

the output space and K-nearest neighborhood in the input space. The value of LCMC(K), is

bounded between zero and one with values closer to one indicating a larger overlap between

nearest neighborhoods and therefore better quality embedding.

Trustworthiness & Continuity (T&C)

Venna & Kaski (2006) defined two quality measures, trustworthiness and continuity, that respectively

distinguish two type of errors. For the first type of error, yj is among the K nearest neighbors of

yi (i.e. observations close in output space) but xj is not among the K-nearest neighbors of xi

(i.e. observations not close in the input space). Using all such points for each i, the trustworthiness

of the embedding can be calculated as

MT(K) = 1− 2
GK

N

∑
i=1

∑
j∈VK(i)
j/∈UK(i)

(ρij − K),
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where the normalizing factor

GK =

 NK(2N − 3K− 1) if K < N/2,

N(N − K)(N − K− 1) if K ≥ N/2.

This is bounded between zero and one, with values closer to one indicating a higher-quality

representation. In contrast to LCMC, Trustworthiness uses information on the rankings of interpoint

distances. In particular, points that are incorrectly included as nearest neighbors in the output space

are penalized more when they are further away in the input space (ρij is high).

For the second type of error, xj is among the K nearest neighbors of xi (i.e. observations close in

input space) but yj is not among the K-nearest neighbors of yi (i.e. observations not close in the

output space). Using these points, the continuity is defined as

MC(K) = 1− 2
GK

N

∑
i=1

∑
j∈UK(i)
j/∈VK(i)

(rij − K).

This is also normalized between zero and one and higher values indicate a higher-quality repre-

sentation. Errors made for points further away in the output space (rij) are penalized to a greater

extent.

Mean Relative Rank Errors (MRREs)

Lee & Verleysen (2008) developed two measures known as mean relative rank errors, based on

similar principles as Trustworthiness and Continuity. These are defined as

Wn(K) =
1

HK

N

∑
i=1

∑
j∈UK(i)

|ρij − rij|
ρij

,

Wν(K) =
1

Hk

n

∑
i=1

∑
j∈Vk(i)

|ρij − rij|
rij

,

where HK is the normalizing factor defined as

HK = n
K

∑
i=1

|N − 2i + 1|
i

.

The set of observations j that lie in the K-nearest neighborhood of i in both the input and output

space do not affect the Trustworthiness and Continuity measures. In contrast, Mean Relative Rank

Errors will penalize such points, particularly when the ranking of the distance between xi and xj

differs substantially from the ranking of the distance between yi and yj. For ease of comparison to
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other quality measures, we will report 1−Wn(K) and 1−Wν(K) so that larger values indicate a

better quality embedding.

Co-ranking Matrix (QNX(K))

The co-ranking matrix criterion is defined as

QNX(K) =
1

KN

K

∑
k=1

K

∑
`=1

qk`,

where qk` is the element in row k and column ` of the co-ranking matrix defined as

qk` = |{(i, j) : ρij = k and rij = `}|.

For instance, the element in the first row and column of Q, q11, denotes the number of pairs of

observations for which the second observation is the nearest neighbor of the first observation in

both the input and output space. The range of the criterion is QNX(K) ∈ [0, 1], where 1 indicates

a more accurate representation. It is also worth noting that the T&C, MRREs, and LCMC can be

expressed in terms of the co-ranking matrix with details provided by Lee & Verleysen (2008).

Procrustes measure (R(X, Y))

As a final criterion for measuring the quality of a low-dimensional representation, we consider the

Procrustes measure (Goldberg & Ritov 2009). The idea rests on the definition of a manifold as a

being locally isomorphic to Euclidean space. More concretely, the Procrustes measure considers

observations in the neighborhood of xi, i.e observations xj : j ∈ UK(i). The Procrustes rotation finds

a d× p matrix A and a d-vector b that projects xj onto a d-dimensional subspace. The aim is for

the projected (and translated) points Axj + b to be close to the corresponding output points yj for

j ∈ UK(i). This measure of closeness is the Procrustes statistic which for observation i, is defined as

Gi = inf
{A,b:A′A=I}

∑
j∈UK(i)

‖xj − Ayj − b‖2.

An overall measure of quality is found given by

G =
1
n

N

∑
i=1

Gi

∑j∈UK(i) ‖xj‖2

where the denominator is a normalizing factor that ensures G will lie between zero and one. An

advantage of this measure is that it will favor embeddings that preserve the geometric properties

(e.g. distances, angles) of the manifold. Since larger values of G indicate a worse representation, to

ease comparison with other measures we report 1− G.
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3 Experiments

3.1 MNIST dataset

The MNIST database (Modified National Institute of Standards and Technology database; LeCun,

Cortes & Burges 2010) is a commonly used benchmark dataset for dimension reduction techniques,

consisting of 60,000 grayscale images of handwritten digits in a training set, and 10,000 grayscale

images in a test set. It was constructed from a larger database called NIST. In the original NIST

dataset, images in the training data were hand-written by American Census Bureau employees

(Special Database 3, SD-3), while images in the test data were handwritten by high school students

(Special Database 1, SD-1). LeCun, Cortes & Burges (2010) normalized the size of the NIST images

and centered them in a 28× 28 = 784 pixel field. Then they mixed the samples from both SD-3

and SD-1 to form the MNIST dataset, where the training set contains 30,000 images from SD-3 and

30,000 images from SD-1, while the test set is composed of 5,000 images from SD-3 and 5,000 images

from SD-1.

To examine manifold learning using ANN techniques, we use the MNIST test set of N = 10, 000

observations, with a dimension equal to the number of pixels (p = 784). The embedding dimension

for manifold learning is set as d = 5. We apply different combinations of manifold learning

algorithms and ANN methods to the data, recording the computational time, and calculating the

embedding quality measures discussed in Section 2.4. All experiments were run in parallel on a

high performance computing cluster with 2.70GHz Xeon-Gold-6150 CPUs.

3.2 Experimental results

Choosing different values of the tuning parameters for approximate nearest neighbor algorithms

allows for a trade-off between computational time and accuracy. For k-d trees, we consider values

of ε ranging from 0 to 5 in increments of 0.1. Note that setting ε = 0 allows us to compute exact

nearest neighbors. For Annoy, we set values of n_trees ranging from 2 to 100 in increments of 2 and

fix search_k as 500. For HNSW, we set n_links to range from 2 to 200 incremented by 2. For each set

of parameter values, we record the computational time taken to find the nearest neighbor graph.

We also record the recall rate defined as the proportion of observations correctly classified as nearest

neighbors.

These results are summarized in Figure 5, where each point represents the recall and computational

time for an ANN algorithm with a specific set of tuning parameters. A vertical line indicating

the exact nearest neighbors is also added to the plot as a baseline for the ANN methods with a

similar line added to subsequent figures that compare the accuracy and computation time. As

expected, each ANN method shows a trade-off between computational time and accuracy with
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lower computational time associated with lower recall rates. If a curve lies entirely to the top and

left of another curve, this suggests that one ANN method dominates the other with respect to the

recall rate. Figure 5 shows that the best performing ANN method is Annoy, followed by HNSW

followed by k-d trees. This is in line with the finding of Aumüller, Bernhardsson & Faithfull (2020)

who show that Annoy and HNSW both outperform k-d trees.

While the experiment gives a clear ranking of ANN methods according to recall rate, this ranking

may not hold when the ANN methods are used as the first step of a manifold learning algorithm, and

accuracy is defined according to quality measures of the resulting embedding. For the remainder of

this section, we construct similar plots to Figure 5, but with measures of the quality of a manifold

learning embedding rather than recall rate.
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Figure 5: The comparison plot of recall rate for three ANN methods, k-d trees, Annoy, and HNSW. The
points show the change of computation time (second) against the ANN recall rate for different sets
of parameter values. Points that are higher in recall rate and less in computation time (to the left)
are relatively better. The black vertical line indicates the computation time for finding exact nearest
neighbors.

Figure 6 shows the performance of different combinations of ANN and manifold learning algorithms

according to the Trustworthiness measure. Once again ANN methods with a curve closer to the

top left of the plot are to be preferred. Each panel refers to a different manifold learning algorithm

method, namely Isomap (top-left), LLE (top-right), Laplacian Eigenmaps (bottom-left), and Hessian

LLE (bottom-right). Figure 6 provides a number of insights. First, the use of approximate nearest

neighbors can reduce the computational time taken to carry out manifold learning. For example,

using k-d trees with Isomap allows computational time to be reduced from around 1,030 seconds

to 650 seconds. This reduction in computational time is greatest when Annoy is used, a result

consistent with Figure 5. The speed-up is also particularly noticeable for Laplacian Eigenmaps
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Figure 6: Trustworthiness against computation time for Annoy, HNSW and k-d trees with different pa-
rameter values in four manifold learning methods. Top-left: Isomap; Top-right: LLE; Bottom-left:
Laplacian Eigenmaps, Bottom-right: Hessian LLE. Points that are higher in Trustworthiness and
less in computation time (to the left) are relatively better.

where Annoy can achieve a roughly four-fold improvement in computational time compared to

exact nearest neighbors. This result can be explained by the fact that finding the nearest neighbors

graph represents more of a computational bottleneck for Laplacian Eigenmaps compared to other

algorithms. Second, in a result that stands in contrast to Figure 5, the improvement in computational

time does not come at the cost of substantially lower Trustworthiness. In fact, the effect of using

a different manifold learning algorithm seems to have a much greater impact on Trustworthiness

than the use of an approximate nearest neighbor algorithm. For example, the Trustworthiness

is almost always between 0.98 and 1 when Isomap is used (the best performing algorithm for

this particular dataset), while it is almost always between 0.87 to 0.92 for Hessian LLE (the worst-

performing algorithm for this particular dataset). As a minor caveat to the conclusion that ANN

has a negligible impact on embedding accuracy, we note that HNSW has a small number of very

inaccurate embeddings that lead to a substantially lower Trustworthiness. This may be explained

by the propensity of the greedy search upon which HNSW is built to return nearest neighbors that

are quite far from the true nearest neighbor.

The results from Figure 6 are, for the most part, robust to the use of metric used to evaluate

embedding quality. For instance, Figure 7 shows results of percentage change for all quality

measures discussed in Section 2.4 for Isomap. For all measures, the computational time of the
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Figure 7: Comparison of Isomap embedding quality measures against computation time for three ANN
methods, Annoy, HNSW and k-d trees. The percentage change compared to true nearest neighbors
of six quality measures are shown in the order of Trustworthiness, Continuity, MRREs, LCMC,
Co-ranking matrix, and Procrustes measure.

algorithm can be cut in half with an associated reduction in the accuracy of less than 10% (with a few

exceptions due to the instability of HNSW). Similar conclusions can be drawn for LLE and Laplacian

Eigenmaps so these figures3 are omitted for brevity. On the other hand, Figure 8 does show that for

Hessian LLE, HNSW can achieve a higher level of accuracy for some measures (Continuity, LCMC,

Co-ranking and Procrustes), even compared to exact nearest neighbors. While this result is quite

counter-intuitive, it should be noted that Hessian LLE performs considerably worse than Isomap (in

general Isomap achieves an LCMC of above 0.3 for Isomap, the corresponding figure never exceeds

0.2 for Hessian LLE). This can also be inferred from Table 1 where six embedding quality measures

using the exact nearest neighbors are shown for four different manifold learning algorithms. In

general, Isomap outperforms the other three methods while Hessian LLE performs the worst in

terms of all six quality measures.

Overall, the results from this benchmark study do seem to suggest that approximate nearest

neighbors are suitable for use in manifold learning algorithms. In particular, we would recommend

Annoy for the greatest computational speed up and warn that care should be taken if using

HNSW due to the instability of this algorithm in a small number of cases. When using Annoy, the

improvement in computational time comes at the cost of at most a small reduction in the accuracy.

3available at https://github.com/ffancheng/mlann_figures/tree/public/paper/figures/public.
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Figure 8: Comparison of percentage change in six Hessian LLE embedding quality measures aginst computa-
tion time for three ANN methods, Annoy, HNSW and k-d trees.

Table 1: Quality measures using true nearest neighbors for four manifold learning methods. All quality
measures range from 0 to 1 where higher value indicates a better embedding.

Method Trustworthiness Continuity MRREs LCMC Co-ranking Procrustes

Isomap 0.993 0.968 0.994 0.328 0.330 0.467
LaplacianEigenmaps 0.968 0.942 0.974 0.193 0.195 0.278
LLE 0.950 0.922 0.964 0.222 0.224 0.330
HLLE 0.896 0.863 0.917 0.105 0.107 0.196

This result is robust to the use of different manifold learning algorithms, different measures of

embedding accuracy, and different choices of tuning parameters for approximate nearest neighbor

algorithms.

4 Application to smart meter data

4.1 Irish Smart meter dataset

Next we consider smart-meter data for residential and non-profiled meter consumers, collected as

part of a behavioral trial conducted by the Commission for Energy Regulation (CER) in Ireland

(Commission For Energy Regulation 2011). Electricity smart meters record consumption, on a near

real-time basis, at the level of individual commercial and residential properties. The CER dataset

does not include energy for heating systems since it is either metered separately, or households use
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a different source of energy, such as oil or gas. In this study, the installed cooling systems are also

not reported.

We use measurements of half-hourly electricity consumption gathered from 3,639 residential con-

sumers over 535 consecutive days. Every meter provides electricity consumption between 14 July

2009 and 31 December 2010. Demand data from two smart meters (ID 1003 and 1539) are shown

in Figure 9 as time-series plots. It is obvious that these meters have relatively different patterns.

Meter 1539 (bottom of Figure 9) has a period of around 150 days with lower (approximately half)

the electricity usage of remaining days and is otherwise relatively stable. In contrast, Meter 1003

(top of Figure 9) exhibits regular spikes on weekends.

Figure 9: Two smart-meter demand examples, ID 1003 and ID 1539, from the Irish smart meter data set.

For electricity demand data, one particular problem of interest is to visualize and identify house-

holds or periods of the week with anomalous usage patterns. For this reason, the object of interest

in comparing households or periods of the week is the distribution of electricity demand rather

than the raw data itself (Hyndman, Liu & Pinson 2018). An additional advantage of looking at

distributions rather than raw data is that it provides a convenient mechanism for handling missing

data which can be a significant problem in smart meter data applications. In the next section, we

first describe how discrete approximations to the distributions of interest are computed. We then

describe how the connection between popular metrics on the space of probability distributions (in

particular the Hellinger and Total Variation distance) and the L1 and L2 norms of a vector containing

probabilities allows us to apply manifold learning techniques on statistical manifolds.
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4.2 Data processing

Estimating empirical distributions

Let di,t denote the electricity demand for observation i and for time period t (subsequently we will

see that i can either index the household, time of the week, or both, while t may index the week

or half-hour period). The objective is to approximate the distribution of electricity demand for

observation i, Fi, over time. The first step is to group all data together and construct an evenly

spaced grid κ0, κ1, . . . , κG of size G = 200 with κ0 = min
i,t
{di,t} and κG = max

i,t
{di,t} as endpoints.

This provides 200 bins which can be used to construct a discrete distribution approximation to Fi.

This is found by computing πi,g = (1/T)∑t I(κg−1 < di,t < κg) where T is the total number of time

periods. The resulting vector πi represents a probability mass function over the discrete bins.

As an alternative, a kernel density estimate could be used. However, since the data contain a large

number of zeros, a discrete distribution is more appropriate than a smooth continuous distribution.

Also, the data are heavily skewed meaning that standard kernel densities may underestimate the

tails of the distribution. Most importantly, an advantage of using a discrete distribution is that

manifold learning algorithms with ANN can be directly applied to πi or simple transformations of

πi in a way that either the Euclidean or Manhattan distance between such vectors will correspond

to popular metrics for probability distributions.

Hellinger distance and Total Variation distance

For the manifold learning algorithms discussed in Section 2, it is often assumed that the manifold

lies in a p-dimensional ambient space. Although the approximate nearest neighbor algorithms we

consider can be applied to metric spaces that are not necessarily Euclidean, they generally require

that observations can be characterized as vectors in Rp. Therefore it may not immediately be clear

how these algorithms can be applied to a statistical manifold. The key advantage of estimating

the electricity usage distributions as discrete over a domain of fixed bins is that it allows each

distribution to be characterized as a vector. In this case, the Euclidean distance between
√

πi and
√

πj where square roots are taken element-wise is equal to the Hellinger distance between our

approximations to Fi and Fj (up to a constant scale). Similarly the Manhattan distance between πi

and πj is equal to the Total Variation distance between F̂i and F̂j. The Hellinger distance and Total

Variation distance are popular metrics used on the space of probability distributions (Hellinger

1909; LeCam 1973) and at least locally are good approximations to the Fisher Information metric

used for statistical manifolds. By exploiting this connection between L1 and L2 norms of vector

representations of probability mass functions, and metrics on spaces of probability distributions,

we are able to apply manifold learning algorithms to an application where the observations are

probability distributions.
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4.3 Manifold learning results for single household

To start with, we consider the case of a single household where each observation is a distribution

corresponding to a single half-hour of the week so that each i corresponds one of 48× 7 = 336

day-time pairs and t corresponds to a week. We choose meter ID 1003 for this purpose since it is a

household with a fairly typical pattern of electricity usage. Figure 10 shows a nearest neighbors

graphs with K = 20 for meter ID 1003. The left two panels are found using k-d trees with the left

panel being exact (ε = 0) and the middle panel being approximate (ε = 1). We note that the ANN

output with ε = 1 does not differ much from other values such as a ε of 0.5 or 2. We also use Annoy

with n_trees = search_k = 50 to plot the corresponding nearest neighbor graph on the right panel

of Figure 10. The three subplots appear quite similar to each other with a recall rate of 1 for the

exact graph, 0.977 for k-d trees, and 0.992 for Annoy, suggesting that for the smart meter data, ANN

techniques can be used within manifold learning to save computation time and memory without

having too severe an impact on the quality of the low-dimensional representation.

Figure 10: Nearest neighborhood graphs for meter ID 1003 with K = 20. The left subplot is the exact nearest
neighborhood graph, while the middle and right subplots are the approximate ones using k-d trees
(ε = 1) and Annoy (n_trees = 50) respectively.

Since a key objective is visualization of anomalous times of the week, Figure 11 shows d = 2-

dimensional representations of the data for meter ID 1003 obtained using, from left to right, Isomap,

LLE, Laplacian Eigenmaps, and Hessian LLE. All cases in the top panels refer to results when exact

nearest neighbors are used, while the middle and bottom panels refer to results where approximate

nearest neighbors are used. The half-hour of the day that an observation belongs to is depicted

using color. With the exception of LLE, the results demonstrate that similar times of day are grouped

closely together. The cyclical pattern observed in the representation is indicative of the fact that low

values for half-hour of the day (00:00, 00:30, 01:00) are temporally proximate to high values for half-

hour of the day (22:30, 23:00, 23:30) and are therefore similar. Figure 11 also exhibits three clusters

roughly corresponding to three phases of a typical day, working during the day (08:00 – 17:00),

recreation during the evening (17:00 – 00:00), and sleeping (00:00 – 08:00). The times of day were not
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explicitly used in constructing results, rather this structure was uncovered by the manifold learning

algorithms themselves. This grouping is particularly prominent in Hessian LLE and to a lesser extent

in Laplacian Eigenmaps. Encouragingly, all patterns are equally prominent irrespective of whether

exact or approximate nearest neighbors are used. Table 2 also shows one of the embedding quality

measures, Trustworthiness, for all the embeddings in Figure 11. By comparing the Trustworthiness,

it can be shown that using Isomap gives the highest Trustworthiness of 0.983, while Annoy leads

to slightly better trustworthiness than even exact nearest neighbors. This conclusion can also be

drawn for almost all the other quality measures mentioned in Section 2.4. The running times

are summarised in Table 3, with the run time for k-d trees generally shorter than Annoy except

when combined with Hessian LLE. In general, the improvement from using approximate nearest

neighbors relative to exact nearest neighbors is fairly minor in this example. However, we reiterate

that even exact nearest neighbors here uses k-d trees, compared to other methods in the literature

that require all N2 pairwise distances to be computed and are thus infeasible.

Figure 11: Embeddings from four manifold learning methods (Isomap, LLE, Laplacian eigenmaps and
Hessian LLE) for one household from the smart meter data. Each subplot is a scatterplot of the
2-d embedding points, with the color representing half-hourly time of the day. Top-panel: exact
nearest neighbors. Middle-panel: ANN with k-d trees. Bottom-panel: ANN with Annoy.
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Table 2: Comparison of Trustworthiness measure using true nearest neighbors, k-d trees and Annoy for four
manifold learning methods in meter ID 1003. Isomap with Annoy gives the highest Trustworthiness.

Isomap LLE Laplacian
Eigenmaps

Hessian LLE

Exact NN 0.983 0.821 0.937 0.964
ANN k-d trees 0.983 0.756 0.937 0.966
ANN Annoy 0.983 0.869 0.938 0.966

Table 3: Comparison of computation time using true nearest neighbors, k-d trees, and Annoy for four
manifold learning methods in meter ID 1003. Generally, k-d tree is faster than Annoy except when
combined with Hessian LLE

Isomap LLE Laplacian
Eigenmaps

Hessian LLE

Exact NN 2.335 3.605 2.696 1.8
ANN k-d trees 2.238 3.623 2.449 1.796
ANN Annoy 2.27 3.859 2.467 1.77

One particular problem of interest in visualizing smart meter data is to identify anomalous times

of the week. For this reason Figure 12 displays the same two-dimensional representations from

using Isomap and Annoy as Figure 11 but with colors now used to demonstrate points in areas of

high density using the method of Hyndman (1996). We identify the anomalies as the observations

with the 10 lowest density values and these are shown in black points with the time of week index

labeled in blue. While the anomalies identified by each manifold learning algorithm differ, when

the same manifold learning algorithm, Isomap, is used, the use of approximate nearest neighbors

has little impact on the identified anomalies.

Figure 12: Highest density region plot for one household (Meter 1003) from the Isomap embeddings using
exact NN (left panel), k-d trees (middle panel) and Annoy (right panel). The different colours
represent highest density regions with different coverage probabilities. The most typical points
(the 1% HDR) are shown in yellow, while the top 10 most anomalous are shown in black with the
time of week index in blue.
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We can gain further insight by comparing distributions corresponding to specific times of the

week identified as anomalous and typical by Figure 12. In Figure 13, the left two panels in orange

correspond to the typical periods 134 and 317 (corresponding to Monday 12 pm and Sunday 11

am respectively), while the right two panels in black display the anomalous, periods 24 and 310

(corresponding to Wednesday 7 am and Sunday 11 pm respectively). The typical periods show

relatively lower electricity usage, and the distributions and are skewed right. In contrast, for

anomalous periods, electricity demand is generally higher and distributions exhibit a thicker right

tail. In particular, there is a more bimodal distribution on Wednesday at 7 pm, which may suggest

certain patterns of behavior are undertaken by this specific household on some but not all weeks at

this time (e.g. entertaining guests).

Figure 13: Electricity demand distribution plots for four time of week periods of meter ID 1003. The most
typical periods, Monday 12pm and Sunday 11am, are shown in yellow (left panels), while the
most anomalous periods, Wednesday 7pm and Sunday 11pm, are shown in black (right panels).

4.4 Comparison between households

To compare all 3,639 households in the Irish smart meter data we consider two ways to compute

distances between observations. The first is to compute the density of each household’s energy

usage while ignoring time of the week; using the notation of Section 4.2, i corresponds to the

household and t corresponds to the half-hour period. However, since time of week is highly

informative in electricity consumption data, an alternative would be to compute densities such that

the index i corresponds to a household/time-of-week pair and index t corresponds to the week. In

this case, we use Fj,h to denote the distribution corresponding to household j and time of week h,
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and πj,k to denote a vector whose entries give values of a probability mass function of a discrete

approximation to Fj,h. The distance between household j and household k can then be computed as

δj,k =
336

∑
h=1

d(Fj,h, Fk,h), (1)

where d(., .) is the total variation metric between two discrete distributions. This metric resembles

that used by Hyndman, Liu & Pinson (2018) who use a sum of Jenson-Shannon divergences rather

than the total variation metric. However, an important advantage of using the total variation

metric is that the δj,k is equivalent to a Manhattan distance between the stacked vectors πj =

(π′j,1, . . . , π′j,336)
′ and πk = (π′k,1, . . . , π′k,336)

′. Unlike Hyndman, Liu & Pinson (2018), we do not have

to compute all pairwise distances (an O(n2) operation) before computing nearest neighbors; instead,

we can compute exact nearest neighbors using k-d trees or, in an even faster time, approximate

nearest neighbors.

Similar to the single household case in Section 4.3, exact nearest neighbors is implemented by setting

ε = 0 in k-d trees and approximate nearest neighbor is implemented using k-d trees with ε = 1 and

Annoy with n_trees = 50. The distance metric between households is defined as in Equation (1).

The recall rates for these three methods are 1, 0.892, 0.994 respectively. For each scenario, the same

four manifold learning algorithms are used as in Section 4.3. The highest density region plots of the

embeddings are shown in Figure 14 with exact nearest neighbors on the top panel, ANN with k-d

trees on the middle panel, and ANN with Annoy bottom panel. Also, the trustworthiness measure

is computed for all combinations of manifold learning and nearest neighbor algorithms with results

summarized in Table 4, and the corresponding computation time is reported in Table 5.

Isomap and Laplacian Eigenmaps are highly robust to the use of approximate nearest neighbors

with the trustworthiness measures equivalent across all nearest neighbor algorithms to the third

decimal place. Once again, Isomap yields the most accurate embedding according to the trustwor-

thiness metric. Results are similar if other accuracy metrics are used. The households identified

as anomalous do not change for Isomap and Laplacian Eigenmaps when approximate nearest

neighbors are used. For the LLE and Hessian LLE, the trustworthiness and the identified anomalies

do change across different ANN methods, however, the differences are minor. The Hessian LLE

embedding has the lowest trustworthiness measure which may explain why it appears to exhibit

some degeneracy in Figure 14. An alternative explanation for the poor performance of Hessian LLE

is that Hessian LLE is predicated on the existence of an isometric d-dimensional embedding, and

for this specific dataset such an isometry may not exist for d = 2. As was the case in Section 4.3,

whether the focus is upon the identification of anomalies or the trustworthiness measure, the impact

of using different approximate nearest neighbor algorithms is insubstantial when compared to the
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Table 4: Comparison of Trustworthiness measure for all household embeddings using true nearest neighbors,
k-d trees, and Annoy for four manifold learning methods. Isomap gives the highest Trustworthiness
while Hessian LLE gives the lowest.

Isomap LLE Laplacian
Eigenmaps

Hessian LLE

Exact NN 0.985 0.969 0.957 0.886
ANN k-d trees 0.985 0.933 0.957 0.919
ANN Annoy 0.985 0.947 0.957 0.919

choice of the manifold learning algorithm. However in contrast to the earlier results, Table 5 shows

that a computational speed up is only observed when an approximate version of k-d trees is used

and not for Annoy. This may be due to the fact that the discrete approximation is to a multivariate

density and hence has a higher dimensionality. Annoy is generally recommended for data with a

moderately high dimension of a few hunded to a few thousand.

Figure 14: Highest density region plots from four manifold learning methods for all 3,639 households, with
each point representing the distribution of one household. Top row: exact nearest neighbors.
Middle row: ANN with k-d trees. Bottom row: ANN with Annoy.
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Table 5: Comparison of computation time for all household embeddings using true nearest neighbors, k-d
trees, and Annoy for four manifold learning methods. Laplacian Eigenmaps with k-d trees saves the
most computation time while Annoy is the slowest.

Isomap LLE Laplacian
Eigenmaps

Hessian LLE

Exact NN 2147.908 2841.332 2046.851 4732.669
ANN k-d trees 2075.954 2760.93 1976.831 4731.36
ANN Annoy 6925.794 6911.878 6203.974 4737.04

Further insights are gained by comparing the electricity demand distributions of typical and anoma-

lous households. For example, in the Isomap highest density region plot, the meter IDs 3243 and

4669, are both detected as anomalies. However, they lie far away from one other in the embedding

plot, suggesting that while both are anomalous, their distributions are quite different. We can

compare these to one typical household, namely the household ID 1321). In Figure 15, the electricity

usage data of these three households are plotted over all trial days, while the corresponding quantile

region plots of electricity demand by half hour and day of the week are given in Figure 16. For all

three households, the time of the week patterns are revealed in the top-panel of Figure 16. When

compared to the typical household 1321, the electricity demand of the anomalous households is

much lower. The highest density region boxplots show that the distributions of the two anomalous

households, 3243 and 4669 are quite different from each other, which is consistent with their far

apart locations in the embedding plots. For household 3243, in most of the days the electricity

demand is below 1 kWh per day indicating that there are not many electrical applicants in this

household or that people are away for most of the trial days, which also explains some spikes on

certain days. The situation is quite different for household 4669 where for most of the time the

electricity usage is below 2 kWh per day and there are certain periods with almost no usage. This

shows that this household might have vacations for holidays and leave only the necessary electrical

applicants on while not at home. These findings show that the manifold learning with approximate

nearest neighbors works well in finding anomalous households in the smart meter data despite the

large volume of data.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we propose the use of a broad range approximate nearest neighbors in manifold learn-

ing algorithms to attain a lower-dimensional embedding of the high-dimensional data. By applying

different combinations of manifold learning algorithms (Isomap, LLE, Laplacian Eigenmaps, and

Hessian LLE) and approximate nearest neighbor methods (k-d trees, Annoy, and HNSW) to the

benchmark MNIST data of handwritten digits, we show that the use of ANN methods significantly
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Figure 15: Electricity demand plots of all 535 days for one typical household 1321 and two anomalies, 3243
and 4699.

Figure 16: Quantile region plots of electricity demand against the time of week for one typical household
1321 and two anomalies, 3243 and 4699. The quantile regions displayed in the plot are 99.0%,
95.0%, 75%, and 50%.
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reduces computational time while maintaining a high level of embedding quality across a range

of accuracy measures (LCMC, Trustworthiness & Continuity, MRREs, Co-ranking matrix, and

Procrustes measure). Annoy gives the greatest reduction in computation time — almost four-fold

when applied to Laplacian Eigenmaps. While HNSW generally achieves a high recall rate, it can

return very inaccurate results in a small number of instances which in turn leads to poor embedding

quality. Consequently we recommend using Annoy or k-d trees together with manifold learning

algorithms.

We also explore the electricity usage patterns of different time periods and households in the

Irish smart meter dataset. In this case, the elements of the manifold in question are probability

distributions. Here we propose a solution that exploits the connection between the Hellinger and

Total Variation Metric used to describe the distance between discrete probability distributions and

the L2 and L1 norm where the vectors are values of probability mass functions. In doing so, rather

than compute all pairwise Hellinger or Total Variation distances, k-d trees and Annoy can be used

to reduce computational time. Once again, we show that ANN techniques can be used within

manifold learning to save computation time and memory without having a severe impact on the

quality of the low-dimensional representations. For the particular dataset, Isomap together with

k-d trees gives the best tradeoff between embedding quality and computational time, while Annoy

breaks down for one example that is particularly high-dimensional. Using highest density region

plots, we show how the techniques developed can successfully identify both typical and anomalous

times of week and households.

There are several open questions to be explored. The first involves the selection of tuning parameters

for the approximate nearest neighbor algorithm. The optimal choice may depend on a number of

considerations, for instance, if manifold learning is used to detect anomalies in an online fashion,

then the tuning parameters may be constrained in a way that approximate nearest neighbors are

found within a certain time frame (Talagala et al. 2020). Alternatively, tuning parameters may be

selected so that a maximal level of embedding quality is achieved, where embedding quality is

measured using one of the metrics we discussed in Section 2.4.

Finally, there remain a number of open issues in manifold learning including the choice of intrinsic

dimension d and the choice of manifold learning algorithm itself. In the case of the former, we

present results in Section 4 based only on d = 2 due to our emphasis on visualizations and the ease

of using scatter plots. However, in principle, larger values of d could be used and if visualization is

required, the embedding dimensions could be summarized using principal components or using

projection pursuit methods with random tours (Cook et al. 1995; Laa, Cook & Valencia 2020).

Regarding the choice of the manifold learning algorithm, we have seen that this has a much bigger
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impact on accuracy measures than the use of approximate nearest neighbors. This does bring into

focus the need for further work on the selection of manifold learning algorithms. However, it is

an encouraging result for the use of ANN which across a wide range of algorithms improves the

computational speed of manifold learning.
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A Appendix

A.1 Pseudocode for manifold learning algorithms

This section provides the pseudocode for the four manifold learning algorithms in Section 2.2.

Algorithm 1: Isomap
Input : high-dimensional data xi for all i = 1, . . . , N
Output: low-dimensional embedding yi for all i = 1, . . . , N

1 Construct the K-nearest neighbor graph G for xi where i = 1, . . . , N;
2 Set edge weights to δij for xi and xj connected by an edge in G;
3 Estimate the geodesic distances (distances along a manifold) between all pairs of points as the

shortest-path distances on the graph G;
4 Using the estimates of the geodesic distances as inputs into classical MDS, obtain the output

points yi for i = 1, . . . , N.

Algorithm 2: LLE
Input : high-dimensional data xi for all i = 1, . . . , N
Output: low-dimensional embedding yi for all i = 1, . . . , N

1 Construct the K-nearest neighbor graph G to find the K-ary neighborhood UK(i) of xi for all
i = 1, . . . , N;

2 Find a representation of each input point xi as a weighted and convex combination of its nearest
neighbors by minimizing ∥∥∥∥xi − ∑

j∈UK(i)
wijxj

∥∥∥∥2

with respect to weights wij;
3 Find a configuration that minimizes

∑
i

∥∥∥∥yi − ∑
j∈UK(i)

wijyj

∥∥∥∥2

with respect to y1, . . . , yn where wij are identical to those found in the previous step.

Algorithm 3: Laplacian Eigenmaps
Input : high-dimensional data xi for all i = 1, . . . , N
Output: low-dimensional embedding yi for all i = 1, . . . , N

1 Construct the K-nearest neighborhood graph G for input points xi for all i = 1, . . . , N;
2 For input points xi and xj that are connected by an edge on G, compute weights as wij = 1.

Alternatively, set weights using the heat kernel wij = e−‖xi−xj‖2/2σ2
. For input points xi and xj

that are not connected by an edge on G, set wij = 0;
3 Compute the graph Laplacian as L := D−W, where W has elements wij and D is the diagonal

matrix with elements Dii = ∑j wij;
4 Solve the generalized eigendecomposition equation Lv = λDv, where λ and v are the

eigenvalue and eigenvector, respectively. The output points are obtained as the eigenvectors
corresponding to the smallest non-zero eigenvalues.
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Algorithm 4: Hessian LLE
1: Construct the K-nearest neighborhood graph G;
2: for ` = 1, . . . , N do
3: Estimate the tangent space at x` by stacking all xj : j ∈ UK(`) as rows in a K× p matrix and

take a singular value decomposition. A basis for the tangent space is determined by the first
d left singular vectors (i.e. a K× d matrix);

4: Form a K× d(d + 1)/2 matrix, Z, by augmenting the d left singular vectors from the
previous step with a column of ones and with element-wise squares and cross-products of
the d left singular vectors;

5: Conduct a Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization on Z and transpose the result;
6: Form the d(d + 1)/2× K matrix H` by picking out the rows of the matrix from the previous

step that correspond to the squared terms and cross products. Pre-multiplying a vector
composed of elements f (xj) : j ∈ UK(`) by H` yields an estimate of the elements in the
Hessian at x`;

7: end for
8: Compute an N × N discrete approximation of H( f ) with entries

Hi,j = ∑
`

∑
r
(H`

r,c(i)H
`
r,c(j)),

where c(i) and c(j) are the columns of H` corresponding to observation i and j, and r
corresponds to an element of the Hessian;

9: Perform an eigendecomposition on the matrix from the previous step to approximate the null
space of H. This will have d + 1 zero (or near zero) eigenvalues, the smallest of which
corresponds to a constant f . The eigenvectors corresponding to the next d smallest eigenvalues
yield the output points.
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A.2 Pseudocode for approximate nearest neighbor searching methods

The pseudocode for three approximate nearest neighbor searching methods, k-d trees, Annoy, and

HNSW, are included in the following section.

The k-d trees method involves two steps: k-d tree construction in Algorithm 5 and recursive

searching in Algorithm 6. Annoy also consists of two steps: preprocess in Algorithm 7 and query in

Algorithm 8. Finally, a general HNSW greedy searching process is shown in Algorithm 9.

Algorithm 5: Constructing a k-d tree
1: Initialize the tree depth = 0 and the node index g = 0;
2: Initialize the root node Pg as Rp;
3: Initialize the set of all nodes at a depth of zero as C0 = {Pg};
4: while |{xi : xi ∈ Ph}| > 1 for some Ph ∈ Cdepth do
5: Set depth← depth + 1;
6: Initialize Cdepth = ∅;
7: for Ph ∈ Cdepth−1 do
8: Find splitting dimension `∗h = argmax

`

max
i,j∈Ph
|xi` − xj`|;

9: Find splitting value c∗h =
(
x(ν+1)
`∗h

− x(ν)`∗h

)
/2 where x(r)` denotes rth order statistic of

{xi : xi ∈ Ph} along dimension `;
10: Set the partition for the left child node Pleft

h as the set of points {z : z ∈ Ph, z`∗ < c∗} where
z`∗ is the value of z on the splitting dimension;

11: Set the partition for the right child node Pright
h as the set of points {z : z ∈ Ph, z`∗ ≥ c∗};

12: Set Pg+1 := Pleft
h and Pg+2 := Pright

h ;
13: Update Cdepth ← Cdepth ∪ {Pg+1,Pg+2};
14: Update g← g + 2;
15: end for
16: end while
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Algorithm 6: Recursive procedure search(Pg) for nearest neighbor searching.
1: if Pg is a terminal node then
2: Compute distance δiq from query xq to xi ∈ Pg;
3: if δiq < δ∗ then
4: Set δ∗ ← δ and xq∗ ← xi;
5: end if
6: return
7: else
8: For splitting dimension l∗g and splitting value c∗g,
9: if xql∗g < c∗g then

10: Evaluate search(Pleft
g );

11: Find hyper-sphere S of radius δ∗ and tightest bounding box B of {xi : xi ∈ Pright
g };

12: if S and B intersect then
13: Evaluate search(Pright

g );
14: end if
15: return
16: else
17: Evaluate search(Pright

g );

18: Find hyper-sphere S of radius δ∗ and tightest bounding box B of {xi : xi ∈ Pleft
g };

19: if S and B intersect then
20: Evaluate search(Pleft

g );
21: end if
22: return
23: end if
24: end if

Algorithm 7: Annoy preprocess
1: Initialize the node index g = 0 and tree depth = 0;
2: Initialize each root node as P0,t = Rp for t = 1, . . . , n_trees;
3: Initialize C0,t = {P0,t} for t = 1, . . . , n_trees;
4: for t = 1, . . . , n_trees do
5: while |{xi : xi ∈ Ph,t}| > κ for some Pg,t ∈ Cdepth,t do
6: Set depth← depth + 1
7: Initialize Cdepth,t = ∅
8: for Ph,t ∈ Cdepth−1,t do
9: Randomly select two points xi, xj ∈ Ph,t;

10: Find the hyperplane Sh,t equidistant from xi and xj;

11: Set the left child node partition Pleft
h,t as all points {z : z ∈ Ph,t, δzi < δzj} where δzi and δzj

are the distances from z to xi and xj respectively;

12: Set the right child node partition Pright
h,t as the set of all points {z : z ∈ Cg, δzi ≥ δzj};

13: Update Pg+1,t := Pleft
g,t and Pg+2,t := Pright

g,t ;
14: Update Cdepth,t ← Cdepth,t ∪ {Pg+1,t,Pg+2,t}
15: Update g← g + 2;
16: end for
17: end while
18: end for
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Algorithm 8: Annoy query

1: Letting, S0,t be the hyperplane splitting the root node of tree t, find Pq
0,t and P−q

0,t where the
former is on the same side of S0,t as xq latter is on the opposite side of S0,t from xq;

2: Set C0 ← {Pq
0,t} for t = 1, . . . , n_trees;

3: Set up a priority queue Q made up of pairs (Pg, δg) where Pg is a partition of space (initialized
at P−q

0,t for all t) and δg are the distances from xq to the hyperplane corresponding to each Pg;
4: Set depth← 0;
5: while alsot least one element of Cdepth ∪Qdepth does not correspond to a leaf node do
6: for Pg ∈ Q do
7: Find Pq

g and P−q
g where these are defined in a similar fashion to Step 1;

8: Replace Pgwith Pq
g in the priority queue;

9: Add P−q
g to the priority queue;

10: if |Q| > maxsize_queue then
11: Remove Qmaxsize_queue from Q;
12: end if
13: end for
14: Set depth← depth + 1, Cdepth ← ∅;
15: for Ph ∈ Cdepth−1 do
16: Find Pq

h and P−q
h where these are defined in a similar fashion to Step 1;

17: Set Cdepth ← Cdepth ∪Pq
h;

18: Add P−q
h to Q, removing elements in the same fashion as Steps 10-12 if needed;

19: end for
20: end while
21: Set candidate set K← ∪

Ph∈Cdepth
xi ∈ Ph;

22: Set g← 0;
23: while |K| < search_k do
24: Set g← g + 1;
25: Set K← K∪ {xi : xi ∈ Pg} where Pg is the gth element of the priority queue;
26: end while
27: Search for nearest neighbors among the elements of K by brute force;

Algorithm 9: Hierarchical Navigable Small World graphs (HNSW)
1: For a query point xq, randomly select an entry point xe;
2: Initialize xb ← xe, δqb = 0 and δqj∗ as the distance between xq and xb;
3: while δqb < δqj∗ do
4: Set δqb ← δqj∗ ;
5: Update δqj∗ = min

j∈N(b)
δqj where N(b) is a set of indices for points connected to xb by exactly one

edge. Set xj∗ to the value of xj that achieves this minimum;
6: Set xb ← xj∗ ;
7: end while
8: return xb
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